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extending\n invitation by a first party to at least one second party for

physically positioning themselves at said location in close proximity to the positioned

rug;

initiating a discus\ion^rresponding to the script by the first party at said

location, and engaging the ^cond party in a discourse that relates to the conflict from

X
the perspective of the first/^iai

continuing the discussi^according to the script, with each of the remaining

parties speaking in sequence eacn of the plurality of phrases together with respective

additional discourse that relates touie conflict from the perspective of the speaking

party, while the parties remain at the\|ocation, to encourage respectful and safe

behavior.

1 1 . (Twice kmended) A method for enabling a conflict resolution process

to be conducted by twolor more parties in mutual conflict who have positioned

themselves in proximity to a conflict resolution area, said two or more parties having

been pre-instructed as to ascript and a set of instructions to be followed in connection

with said script, the methomcoHfiprising:

speaking by one of^jhc t^o or more parties to another of the two or more

parties a set of statements a&co\ding to the script and the set of instructions; and

repeating said speaking^V e^h remaining party of the two or more parties

until all parties have spoken while remaining in proximity to the conflict resolution

area to encourage respectful and safAbehavior;

wherein said conflict resolutionWea is a specific location identified by the two

or more parties as a conflict resolution ar\a defined by a rug or a sheet about which

the parties position themselves.
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Please add new claims 20-23:

10. (New) A method for enabling a conflict resolution among two or more

parties, ccmiprising:

providing a script to be spoken by at least one of the two or more parties, the

script includinaa plurality of phrases, each phrase corresponding to the beginning of a

respective st^tem^nt;

positioningV sheet at a location for the two or more parties to physically

position themselves with respect to the sheet for engaging in a discussion;

extending an invitation by a first party to at least one second party for

physically positioning thejpselves a):.said location in close proximity to the positioned

sheet;

initiating a discussion i^prresponding to the script by the first party at said

location, and engaging the sj^cond party in a discourse that relates to the conflict from

the perspective of the first party; ai^id

sion a^cbrding to the script, with each of the remaining

parties speaking in sequence each of thfe plurality of phrases together with respective

additional discourse that relates to the conflict from the perspective of the speaking

party, while the parties remain at the locatiop, to encourage respectfiil and safe

behavior.

continuing the discu

21 . (New) A method for enabling a conflict resolution among two or more

organizations, each organization being represented by a respective speaker.

comprismg:
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N providing a script to be spoken by at least one of the two or more speakers, the

script including a plurality of phrases, each phrase corresponding to the beginning of a

respective statement;

positioning a portable object at a location for the two or more speakers to

physically positio\themselves with respect to the portable object for engaging in a

discussion;

extending an in^tation by a first organization to at least one second

organization for physically positioning themselves at said location in close proximity

to the positioned portable oW|ect;

initiating a discussion cWesponding to the script by the first speaker at said

location, and engaging the seconoSspeak^fTn a discourse that relates to the conflict

from the perspective of the first organization; and

continuing the discussion a(;coj:aihg to the script, with each of the remaining

speakers speaking in sequence eacH of thjgrblurality of phrases together with

respective additional discourse that relates toihe conflict fnom the perspective of the

speaking organization, while the speaket;§ remai\at jj;ie location, to encourage

respectful and safe behavior.

22. (New) The method as set forth in Claim 2l\further comprising

developing a plan accomplished by mutual encouragement to^fiirther discuss the

conflict and to explore how the two or more organizations could a|tain improved

inter-party relations.
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